START UP SESSION
Accelerate healing 72266166
Accuracy 67891098
Accelerated release of non-beneficial socially conditioned belief systems and viral
programming 80823575
Activate genes that need to be activated 76872448
Alignment with Higher Self 60305357
All probing, bothering, gas lighting, scare tactics, manipulation, electronic rape or torture sent via
technology 85043278
Armour of God 71177810
Automatically produce the correct frequencies for healing 87151940
Balance energy 81097439
Balance generational vibration 65868353
Balance interior and external energy 77192274
Balance non beneficial stress in the human nervous system and brain 60869834
Balancing Powers 9503413
Balance yin and yang 79936426
Bio energetic signatures are now invisible to unauthorized tracking devices 3300428
Block unauthorized scanning of brain frequencies 3706583
Boost immunity 338263153
Cleanse all chakras 9249118
Clear astral negativity 3183293
Clear the state of unawareness 80818176
Clear quantum entanglement 71765740
Conscious energy of healing 62551372
Electromagnetic radiation 740838064
Energy flow 1440304
Field of another incarnated soul. It hinders the journey and evolution of both souls 9219158
Focus 59833057
Higher consciousness 976539812

Immediately cancel clear purge delete disarm the effects of all stories drawings tattoos thought
forms chaos magic root work voodoo dolls candle work head in jars magick demon magick key
magic and everything from A-Z that ever was is and will be done with evil and/or negative
intentions against me my loved ones my pets those who want to help me my belongings my
thoughts my dreams and my success 3108992
Integrate right and left brain 64578485
Life force 324452122
Microbiome 14946099
Natural killer cells 9308785
Receive and sustain vital life force 75513095
Realize the value of emotional control 79146589
Remove and transmute satellite charged-particle frequency weapons 3314998
Strengthen 75796113
Tonify all cells 3046692
There is absolutely no limitation as to who I am or what I am capable of
accomplishing 81982407
Transmute and remove projected self-limitations, vows and oaths from other lifetimes, and the
collective fears of humanity’s consciousness that are stored in the DNA. 74607961
Violet flame 233643074

